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ABSTRACT
We propose the Context-aware Synonym Suggestion System (CS3)
which learns synonyms from text by using our NLP-based text min-
ing framework, called SemScape, and also from existing evidence
in the current knowledge bases (KBs). Using CS3 and our previ-
ously proposed knowledge extraction system IBminer, we integrate
some of the publicly available knowledge bases into one of the su-
perior quality and coverage, called IKBstore.

1. INTRODUCTION
The significance of knowledge bases (KBs) in semantic-web ap-

plications has motivated the endeavors of several important projects
that have created the public-domain KBs shown in Table 1. The
project described in this paper seeks to integrate and extend these
KBs into a more complete and consistent repository named Inte-
grated Knowledge Base Store (IKBstore). IKBstore will provide
much better support for advanced web applications, and in partic-
ular for user-friendly search systems that support Faceted Search
[14] and By-Example Structured Queries [5]. Our approach in-
volves the following four main tasks:
Task A: Collecting public KBs, unifying knowledge representa-
tion format, and integrating KBs into the IKBstore using existing
interlinks and structured information.
Task B: Completing the integrated KB by extracting more facts
from free text.
Task C: Generating a large corpus of context-aware synonyms that
can be used to resolve inconsistencies in IKBstore and improve the
robustness of query answering systems.
Task D: Resolving incompleteness in IKBstore by using the syn-
onyms generated in Task C.

Task A was greatly simplified by the fact that many projects,
including DBpedia [6] and YaGo [15], represent the information
derived from the structured parts of Wikipedia (e.g. InfoBoxes)
by RDF triples of the form <subject, attribute, value>, which
specifies the value for an attribute (property) of a subject. This
common representation facilitates the use of these KBs by a ros-
ter of semantic-web applications, including queries expressed in
SPARQL, and user-friendly search interfaces [14, 5]. However, the
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coverage and consistency provided by each individual systems re-
main limited, until we can complete and integrate these KBs at the
semantic level.

Task B seeks to complete the initial KB using our knowledge
extraction system called IBminer [18]. IBminer employs an NLP-
based text mining framework, called SemScape, to extract initial
triples from the text. Then using a large body of categorical infor-
mation and learning from matches between the initial triples and
existing InfoBox items in the current KBs, IBminer translates the
initial triples into more standard InfoBox triples.

The integrated KB so obtained will (i) improve coverage, quality
and consistency of the knowledge available to semantic web appli-
cations and (ii) provide a common ground for different contributors
to improve the KBs in a more standard and effective way. However,
a serious obstacle in achieving such desirable goals is that different
systems do not adhere to a standard terminology to represent their
knowledge, and instead use plethora of synonyms and homonyms.

Thus, we need to resolve synonyms (homonyms) for the entity
names as well as the attribute names. For example, by knowing ‘Jo-
hann Sebastian Bach’ and ‘J.S. Bach’ are synonyms, we can merge
their triples and associate them with one single name. As for the
homonyms, the problem is even more complex. Most of the time
based on the context (or popularity), one should decide the correct
homonym of a vague term such as ‘JSB’ which may refer to ‘Jo-
hann Sebastian Bach’, ‘Japanese School of Beijing’, etc. Several
efforts to find entity synonyms have been reported in recent years
[9, 10, 11, 13]. However, the synonym problem for attribute names
has received much less attention, although they can play a critical
role in query answering. For instance, the attribute ‘born’ can be
represented with terms such as ‘place of birth’, ‘wasbornindate’,
‘birthdate’, and ‘birthname’ in different (or same) KBs when used
in different contexts. Unless these synonyms (and homonyms) are
known, a search for musicians born, say, in 1685 is likely to pro-
duce a dismal recall.

To address both synonyms and homonyms issues, we proposed
our Context-aware Synonym Suggestion System (CS3) which es-
sentially performs tasks C and D. CS3 learns attribute synonyms
by matching morphological information in free text to the existing
structured information. Similar to IBminer, CS3 takes advantage

Name Size (MB) Entities # (106) Triples # (106)
ConceptNet [21] 3075 0.30 1.6

DBpedia [6] 43895 3.77 400
FreeBase [7] 85035 ≈25 585

Geonames [2] 2270 8.3 90
MusicBrainz [3] 17665 18.3 ≈131

NELL [8] 1369 4.34 50
OpenCyc [4] 240 0.24 2.1
YaGo2 [15] 19859 2.64 124

Table 1: Some of the publicly available Knowledge Bases



of a large body of categorical information available in Wikipedia,
which serves as the contextual information. Then, CS3 improves
the attribute synonyms so discovered, by using triples with match-
ing subjects and values but different attribute names. After unify-
ing the attribute names in different KBs, CS3 identifies synonym
subjects using several heuristics and taking advantage of currently
existing interlinks such as DBpedia’s alias, redirect, externalLink,
or sameAs links as well as the interlinks provided by other KBs. In
this paper, we describe the following contributions:

• The Context-aware Synonym Suggestion System (CS3 for
short) which generates synonyms for both entities and at-
tributes in existing KBs.

• Novel techniques as well as both IBminer and CS3 were
used to integrate several public KBs and convert them into a
general KB. This improves performance of semantic search
over our KB, since more standard and specific terms are used
for both entities and attributes.

• The preliminary evaluation of IKBstore system on public KBs,
namely DBpedia, YaGo, MusicBrainz, and GeoNames us-
ing text from Wikipedia, which shows that CS3 greatly im-
proves the quality and coverage of the existing KBs.

Applications: IKBstore can benefit a wide variety of applica-
tions, since it covers a large number of structured summaries rep-
resented with a standard terminology. Knowledge extraction and
population systems such as IBminer [18] and OntoMiner [19], knowl-
edge browsing tools such as DBpedia Live [1] and InfoBox Knowl-
edge Base Browser (IBKB) [17], and semantic web search such
as Faceted Search [14] and By-Example Structured queries [5] are
three prominent examples of such applications. In particular for se-
mantic web search, IKBstore improves the coverage and accuracy
of structured queries due to superior quality and coverage with re-
spect to existing KBs. Using multiple KBs in IKBstore can also be
a good mean for verifying the correctness of the current structured
summaries as well as those generated from the text.

2. INFOBOXES FROM TEXT
The first step in our process consists in performing the nontriv-

ial task of generating structured data from text, for which we use
our IBminer system [18]. Briefly, IBminer’s workflow can be di-
vided into four high-level steps. First, we parse the sentences in
text and convert them to a more machine friendly structure called
TextGraphs which contain grammatical links between terms and
entities used in the text. This step is performed by the NLP-based
text mining framework SemScape [18]. Second, IBminer uses a
small set of manually created SPARQL-like patterns (59 patterns)
to generate semantic links between entities in the form of <subject,
link, value> triples. These triples are referred to as the initial
triples. Third, we learn a structure called Potential Match (PM).
PM contains context-aware potential matches between semantic
links in the TextGraphs and attribute names in current InfoBox
items. Fourth, PM is used to suggest the final structured summaries
(InfoBoxes) from the initial triples. IBminer performs this part by
using a large body of categorical information provided by Wiki-
pedia. Each triple is also assigned a correctness probability and a
evidence frequency. Finally IBminer uses two thresholds τc and τe
to respectively filter out low confidence and infrequent results.

3. CONTEXT-AWARE SYNONYMS
Synonyms are terms describing the same concept, which can be

used interchangeably. That is, no matter what context is used, the
synonym for a term is fixed (e.g. ‘birthdate’ and ‘date of birth’ are
always synonyms). However, homonyms are in fact much more

prevalent than synonyms in the KBs. For example, consider the en-
tity/subject name ‘Johann Sebastian Bach’. Due to its popularity,
a general understanding is that the entity is describing the famous
German classical musician. However, what if we know that for this
specific entity the birthplace is in ‘Berlin’. This simple contextual
information will lead us to the conclusion that the entity is actually
refereing to the painter who was the grandson of the famous musi-
cian ‘Johann Sebastian Bach’. A very similar issue exists for the
attribute synonyms.

To take advantage of contextual information for more effectively
extracting attribute synonyms, CS3 constructs a structure called
Potential Attribute Synonyms (PAS). In the generation of PAS, CS3

essentially counts the number of times each pair of attributes are
used between the same [category of] subjects and [category of] val-
ues and mapped to the same semantic link in the TextGraphs. The
context in this case is considered to be the categorical information
for the subject and the value. These numbers are then used to com-
pute the probability that any given two attributes in the context of
their subjects and their values are synonyms.

Attribute Synonyms. Intuitively, if two attributes (say ‘birth-
date’ and ‘dateOfBirth’) are synonyms in a specific context, they
should be represented with the same (or very similar) semantic
links in the TextGraphs (e.g. with semantic links such as ‘was
born on’, ‘born on’, or ‘birthdate is’). In simpler words, we use
text as the witness for our attribute synonyms. Moreover, the con-
text, which is defined as the categories for the subjects (and for the
values), should be very similar for synonymous attributes.

More formally, assume IBminer finds two attributes αi and αj

that match link l in initial triple <s, l, v>. Let Ni,j (= Nj,i) be the
total number of times both αi and αj are the interpretation of the
same link (in the initial triples) between category sets Cs and Cv .
Also, let Nx be the total number of times αx is used between Cs

and Cv . Thus, the probability that αi is a synonym for αj can be
computed by Ni,j/Nj . Obviously this is not always a symmetric
relationship (e.g. ‘born’ attribute is always a synonym for ‘birth-
date’, but not the other way around, since ‘born’ may also refer to
‘birthplace’ or ‘birthname’). In other words having Ni and Ni,j

computed, we can resolve both synonyms and homonyms for any
given context (Cs and Cv).

With the above intuition, the goal in generation of PAS is to com-
pute Ni and Ni,j . Thus for each two records in PM such as <cs, l,
cv>: αi and <cs, l, cv>: αj respectively with evidence ei and ej
(ei≤ej), we add records <cs, αi, cv>: αj and <cs, αj , cv>: αi

to PAS, both with the same evidence frequency ei. Note that, if the
records are already in the current PAS, we increase their evidence
frequency by ei. At the very same time we also count the number
of times each attribute is used between a pair of categories. This
is necessary for estimating Ni. Thus for the case above, we add
records <cs, αi, cv>: ‘’ with evidence ei and <cs, αj , cv>: ‘’
with evidence ej to PAS.

Improving PAS with Matching InfoBox Items. Potential
attribute synonyms can be also derived from different KBs which
contain the same piece of knowledge, but with different (synony-
mous) attribute names. For instance let <J.S.Bach, birthdate,
1685> and <J.S.Bach, wasBornOnDate, 1685> be two In-
foBox triples in different KBs indicating bach’s birthdate. Since
the subject and value part of the two triples match, one may say
‘birthdate’ and ‘wasBornOnDate’ are synonyms. To add these
types of synonyms to the PAS structure, we follow the exact same
steps explained in the previous part.

Generating Final Attribute Synonyms. Once PAS structure
is built, it is easy to compute attribute synonyms as described ear-



lier. Assume we want to find best synonyms for attribute αi in
InfoBox triple t=<s, αi, v>. Using PAS, for all possible αj , all
cs ∈ Cs, and all cv ∈ Cv , we aggregate the evidence frequency
(e) of records such as <cs, αi, cv>: αj in PAS to compute Ni,j .
Similarly, we compute Nj by aggregating the evidence frequency
(e) of all records in the form of <cs, αi, cv>: ‘’. Finally, we only
accept attribute αj as the synonym of αi, if Ni,j/Ni and Ni,j are
respectively above predefined thresholds τsc and τse.

Entity Synonyms. There are several techniques to find entity
synonyms [20, 22, 12, 13, 23, 19]. Although performing very well
on suggesting context-independent synonyms, they do not explic-
itly consider the contextual information for suggesting more ap-
propriate synonyms and resolving homonyms. To define context-
aware entity synonyms, for each entity name, CS3 uses the cate-
gorical information of the entity as well as all the InfoBox triples
of the entity as the contextual information for that entity. In other
words, two entities that have many similar attribute/value pairs and
categories in common are more probable to be synonyms. Thus
to complete the existing entity synonym suggestion techniques, for
any suggested pair of synonymous entities, we compute entities
context similarity to verify the correctness of the suggested syn-
onym. We should note that this approach should be used as a com-
plementary technique over the existing ones for practicality issues.
In this work, we use the OntoHarvester system [19] in addition to
simple string matching techniques.

4. COMBINING KNOWLEDGE BASES
We are currently in the process of integrating KBs listed in Ta-

ble 1. For all KBs, we convert their knowledge into RDF triples and
store them in IKBstore which is implemented over Apache Cas-
sandra. IKBstore currently recognizes three main types of infor-
mation: i) InfoBox triples which provide information on a known
subject (subject) in the <subject, attribute, value> format (e.g.
<J.S. Bach, PlaceOfBirth, Eisenach> which indicates the birthplace
of the subject J.S.Bach is Eisenach.); ii) Subject/Category triples
which provide the categories that a subject belongs to in the form of
<subject, link, category> where, link represents a taxonomical
relation (e.g. <J.S.Bach, isIn, Cat:Composers> which indicates the
subject J.S.Bach belongs to the category Cat:Composers.); iii) Cat-
egory/Category triples that represent taxonomical links between
categories (e.g. <Cat:Composers, isIn, Cat:Musicians> which indi-
cates Cat:Composers is a sub-category of Cat:Musicians.).

IKBstore also preserves the provenance of each piece of knowl-
edge, so for every fact in IKBstore, one can track its origin. In fact,
we also annotate each fact with accuracy confidence and frequency
values, based on the provenance of the fact [18] [16].

Knowledge Integration. During the initial knowledge integra-
tion, we discover interlinks between i) subjects, ii) attributes, and
iii) categories from the various knowledge sources to eliminate du-
plication, align attributes, and reduce inconsistency. Such informa-
tion is partially provided for subjects by some of the KBs through
interlinks to DBpedia. However, for attributes and categories it is
completely missing. For these, we use simple matching techniques
as explained in [16]. Using these interlinking techniques, we cre-
ate an initial KB by naively integrating all the existing ones. The
provenance information for each piece of knowledge is also stored
along with the triples. Once the initial KB is ready, we employ
IBminer to extract more structured data from accompanying text
and then utilize CS3 to resolve synonyms, improve the inconsis-
tency, and create the final KB. More specifically, we perform the
following steps in order to complete and integrate the final KB:

Data set Subjects InfoBox Subjects with Subjects with Sentences
Name Triples Abstract InfoBox per Abstract
Musicians 65835 687184 65476 52339 8.4
Actors 52710 670296 52594 50212 6.2
Institutes 86163 952283 84690 54861 5.9

Table 2: Description of the data sets used in our experiments.

Improving Knowledge Base Coverage: As described in Section
2, IBminer derives InfoBox triples from free text using the initial
KB. Adding these triples to IKBstore will greatly improve the cov-
erage. For each generated triple, we also update the confidence and
evidence frequency in IKBstore.
Realigning Attributes: Next, we employ CS3 to discover syn-
onyms for attribute names and expand the initial KB with more
common and standard attribute names.
Matching Entity Synonyms: This step merges the entities based
on the entity synonyms suggested by CS3 (Section 3). For the
suggested synonymous entities such as s1, s2, we aggregate their
triples and use one common entity name, say s1. The other subject
(s2) is considered as a possible alias for s1, which can be repre-
sented by RDF triple <s1, alias, s2>.
Integrating Categorical Information: Since we have merged sub-
jects based on entity synonyms, the similarity score of the cate-
gories may change and thus we need to rerun the category integra-
tion described in [16].

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate our system, we create an initial KB using subjects

listed in Wikipedia for three specific domains (Musicians, Actors,
and Institutes) shown in Table 2. These data sets do not share
any subject, and in total they cover around 7.9% of Wikipedia
subjects. For these subjects, we add their related structured data
from DBpedia and YaGo2 to our initial KBs. As for the text, we
use Wikipedia’s long abstracts for the mentioned subjects. All the
experiments are performed in a single machine running Ubuntu12
with 16 cores of 2.27GHz and 16GB of main memory.

Although we have performed all four tasks on the mentioned
three data sets, we only report the results for Musicians due to space
issue. Similar results are achieved for the other data sets.

Completing Knowledge by IBminer. Using the Musicians
data set we trained the Potential Match (PM) structure using IB-
miner system and generate the final InfoBox triples without setting
any confidence and evidence frequency threshold (i.e. τe = 0 and
τc = 0.0). To estimate the accuracy of the final triples, we ran-
domly select 20K of the generated triples and carefully grade them
by matching against their abstracts. As for the recall, we investigate
existing InfoBoxes and compute what portion of them is also gen-
erated by IBminer. This gives only a pessimistic estimation of the
recall ability, since we do not know what portion of the InfoBoxes
in Wikipedia are covered or mentioned in the text (long abstract for
our case). To have a better estimation for recall, we only used those
InfoBox triples which match at least to one of our initial triples.
In this way, we estimate based on InfoBox triples which are most
likely mentioned in the text.

Best Matches: For simplicity, we combine our thresholds (τe and
τc) by multiplying them and create a single threshold called τ (=τe
×τc). Part a) in Figure 1 depicts the precision/recall diagram for
different τ in Musicians data set. For the first 15% of coverage,
IBminer is generating only correct information. According to this
diagram, to reach 97% precision which is higher than DBpedia’s
precision, one should set τ to 6,300. For this case, IBminer gener-
ates around 96.7K triples with 33.6% recall.



Figure 1: Results for Musicians data set: a) Precision/Recall diagram for best matches, b) Precision/Recall diagram for secondary
matches, and c) Precision/Recall diagram for the attribute synonyms generated for original InfoBoxes in the Musicians data set.

Secondary Matches: For each best match found in the previous
step, say t =<s, αi, v>, we generate attribute synonyms for αi

using CS3. If any of the reported attribute synonyms are not in the
list of possible matches for t, we ignore the synonym. Considering
τe=.12|Tm|, precision and recall of the remaining synonyms are
computed similar to the best match case and depicted in part b)
of Figure 1 (while the potential attribute synonym evidence count
(τse) decreases from right to left). As the figure indicates, by setting
accuracy to 97%, we improve the recall of the best matches by
3.6%. Although this seems to be only a small improvement, the
number of correct new triples that we generate is 53.6K which is
quite comparable to those generated as the best matches.

By aggregating the above two cases, we can reach up to 97%
accuracy while the total number of generated results is more than
150K (96.7K+53.6K). This indicates 28.7% improvement in the
coverage of our Initial KB while the accuracy stays above 97%.

Completing Knowledge by Attribute Synonyms. In order
to evaluate the attribute synonyms generated by CS3, we use the
Musicians data set and construct the PAS structure. Using PAS,
we generated synonyms for 10, 000 InfoBox triples from original
KBs. This has generated more than 14, 900 synonym items. These
synonyms are for already existing InfoBoxes, so they ar different
from secondary matches discussed earlier. Among the 10, 000 In-
foBox items, 1263 attribute synonyms were listed and our tech-
nique generated 994 of them. We used these matches to estimate
the recall of our technique for different frequency thresholds (τcs)
as shown in part c) of Figure 1. As for the precision estimation,
we manually graded the generated synonyms. As shown in the fig-
ure, CS3 is able to find more than 74% of possible synonyms with
more than 92% accuracy. In fact, this is a very big step in improv-
ing structured query results, since it increases the coverage of the
IKBstore by at least 88.3%. This to some extents improves the con-
sistency of the KBs terminology by providing more synonymous
InfoBox triples. In aggregate with the improvement we achieved
by IBminer, we can state that our IKBstore doubles the size of the
current KBs while preserving their precision (if not improving) and
significantly improving their consistency.
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